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Adams & Ors v Middle Rock Village Park (Residential Parks) [2007] NSWCTTT 150 (19 March 2007)

CONSUMER, TRADER AND TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division



APPLICATION NO:

RP 06/37332 (master file) & Ors

APPLICANTS:

Ivan Adams & Carmel Adams & Ors

RESPONDENT:

Randy River Health & Beauty Aids Co. Pty Ltd t/as Middle Rock Village Park

APPEARANCES:

Ms Wakeling and Ms Quigley on behalf of the applicants
Mr Niels Bowen, director, on behalf of the park owner 

APPLICATION:

A proposed rent increase is excessive

HEARINGS:

At Salamander Bay on 7 September 2006 and 
20 October 2006

LEGISLATION:

Residential Parks Act 1998 (“the Act”)

ISSUES:

Is a proposed increase of $26.00 per week taking the rent for individual applicants to $110.00 per week excessive? 

KEYWORDS:

“Excessive rent” 



ORDERS

On 20 October 2006 the Tribunal made the following order.

	The Tribunal finds the proposed increase in the rent payable from 1 September 2006 to be excessive.  Accordingly, rent payable under the Residential Tenancy Agreement is not to exceed the amount of $86.50 per week for a period of 12 months from 1 September 2006.


The park owner has sought written reasons for the above determination.  





REASONS FOR DECISION

Thirty five applications were received from residents of Middle Rock Village Park (“Middle Rock”) claiming a proposed rent increase was excessive.  The notice was dated 22 June 2006 and proposed increasing the rent by $26.00 per week from 1 September 2006.  Rent payable would thereby rise to $110.00 per week for each applicant.  

On 7 September 2006 the matters were listed at Salamander Bay for conciliation and hearing.  The parties, together with the Tribunal’s conciliator, were unable to resolve the dispute.

The applications then proceeded to a hearing on that date before the Tribunal.

On 7 September 2006 Ms Wakeling sought leave to represent all the applicants and the respondent made an application to be legally represented by a solicitor, Mr Gibson.  The applicants objected to legal representation.  

The Tribunal considered the submissions of the parties and determined that there were no issues giving rise to complexity of either fact or law.  Accordingly, the respondent’s request for legal representation was refused.  Mr Niels Bowen, director of the park owner, then represented the park owner in the proceedings. 

Ms Wakeling is a member of the Affiliated Residential Parks Residents Association.  The respondent objected to her representing the applicants.  The Tribunal was satisfied that Ms Wakeling was not legally qualified and the efficient conduct of the proceedings would be assisted by such representation.  Each applicant had provided the Tribunal with a written authority requesting Ms Wakeling appear on their behalf.  

The Tribunal granted Ms Wakeling and Ms Quigley (the latter being one of the applicants) leave to represent all applicants in the proceedings.

There had been earlier directions as to the exchange of documents.  Documents were received from the applicants but not the respondent.  Mr Bowen stated that the applicants’ documents, despatched by the Registry to the park owner on 8 August 2006, had not been received.  Evidence to this effect was given by Mr Lloyd, the park manager.

The Tribunal elected to hear the applicants’ evidence on 7 September 2006 and then adjourned the proceedings to enable the park owner to provide its written response to the applications and cross examine the applicants’ witnesses on their evidence.

The hearing of the applications was concluded on 20 October 2006.  

Evidence was given by Ms Quigley on behalf of the applicants and Mr Bowen on behalf of the respondent.  The Tribunal also had regard to the valuation report of Mr Fagan, relied upon by the respondent.  


FINDINGS

The Tribunal is satisfied that each applicant occupies a site within Middle Rock upon which site their home is located.  The agreements by which they do so are “residential site agreements” to which the Act applies.  

The applicants did not challenge the validity of their notice of increase.  Accordingly, the Tribunal finds that each notice of increase complied with the requirements of section 53 of the Act.  

The park owner issued two subsequent amended notices of increase dated 4 July 2006.  These notices purported to phase the increase in over 3 years.  The second amended notice seems to have been to correct an error in arithmetic.  The first notice of 4 July 2006, for a total increase of $24.00 per week by the third year, was then corrected to an overall increase of $26.00 per week. This then matched the amount in the original notice of 22 June 2006.

These two further notices were served on the secretary of the Residents Committee and not individual applicants.  Thus they were not properly served on the applicants and are invalid by virtue of section 53 of the Act.  

The only valid notice is that given to the applicants on 22 June 2006 proposing an increase of rent for all applicants of $26.00 per week to make the rent payable $110.00 per week from 1 September 2006.

The Tribunal is required in these applications to consider the matters enumerated in section 57 of the Act in determining whether the proposed $26.00 per week increase is excessive.  

The park owner correctly submitted that the applicants bear the onus of proof in doing so by reason of the decision in Kilpatrick -v- Gresser  [NSW SC 13 May 1987, unreported].  However, the Tribunal has previously stated that it is for both parties to produce such evidence as they seek to rely upon in relation to the matters set out in section 57. The onus of proof will only work against the applicants in circumstances where the weight of evidence, for and against, is evenly balanced. 

Section 57 (a) – The general market level of rents for comparable 
		       premises in the same… [or] other residential parks in 
		       the locality or a similar locality

Middle Rock is situated at “…”, Anna Bay. It enjoys a location between Samurai Beach to the north and One Mile Beach to the south.  Between is an expanse of Crown Land.  Access to the beach can be obtained via a track through the foreshore Crown Land.  There was dispute between applicants and respondent as to the length of time it would take to access the beach by this method.  The applicants maintained that walking was not a practical means of access the beach.  Rather, it was necessary to drive to the patrolled section of One Mile Beach, a short distance away.

Middle Rock has sites occupied by permanent residents and accommodation for tourists.  

Three other residential parks are in the same locality as Middle Rock. Each was relied upon by the applicants as comparable to Middle Rock.

Bay Village Retreat is at Nelsons Bay Road, Anna Bay and is some 10 kilometres from Middle Rock. It has superior facilities to those provided at Middle Rock but does not enjoy the same proximity to the beach as Middle Rock. Site fees for permanent residents are $88.50 per week.

Seawinds Village is at the corner of Nelson Bay and Frost Roads and is some 5 kilometres from Middle Rock. It also has superior facilities to those available at Middle Rock. Having regard to the applicants’ evidence that it is more convenient for them to drive to One Mile Beach, the difference in travelling time from each residential park to that beach, is of little significance. Nevertheless, Seawinds Village does not enjoy the benefit of being adjacent to Tomaree National Park and proximity to the ocean. Site fees for permanent residents are $90.00 per week.

Birubi Holiday Park is adjacent to Birubi Beach at Anna Bay. The applicants state that the beach is only a two minute walk across the foreshore Crown land. This residential park only has some 25 permanent residents. The park owner says that Birubi Beach is not taking any additional permanent residents. This fact does not exclude the site fees being paid by such residents being compared with those payable at Middle Rock. Site fees being paid by permanent residents vary between $81.00 and $85.00 per week.

The park owner said that there was no residential park in the locality enjoying the same geographical advantages as Middle Rock. The park owner relied upon a number of residential parks on the Central, North and South Coasts as comparable to Middle Rock.

The Tribunal finds the residential parks relied upon by the park owner may have access to a coastal beach, but this circumstance alone is not sufficient to establish that they are in a similar location to Middle Rock. The Tribunal looks to the desirability of a geographical nexus between residential parks as there may be many extraneous considerations which determine a preference for one locality over another in a different region.

The Tribunal notes that the applicants also relied upon Bayway Village, near Stockton, as being in a similar locality to Middle Rock. The Tribunal regards the proximity of the former to the City of Newcastle as placing it in an entirely different geographical setting.

The Tribunal regards the three residential parks in the same locality as Middle Rock as comparable to it. Of these, the most comparable residential park in the locality is that of Birubi Holiday Park.

The park owner relied upon the valuation report of Mr C.J. Fagan. The valuer considered the rents being paid by permanent residents at Bay Village Retreat and Seawinds and was of the opinion that $120.00 per week for a site within Middle Rock represented the general market level of rent.

The Tribunal is unable to rely upon the opinion expressed by Mr Fagan. The valuer does not adequately explain why the market rent at Middle Rock should be so much higher than nearby residential parks. Mr Fagan was of the opinion that Seawinds and Bay Village Retreat being located on Nelsons Bay Road, were on a much busier thoroughfare than “…” Road.  This Mr Fagan said gave Middle Rock an advantage. The difference in traffic flows was disputed by the applicants. It is unnecessary to consider this matter further as the valuer has not adequately explained why any traffic differential could justify such a disparity in rent. Mr Fagan did not have regard to the rents being obtained at Birubi Holiday Park in his analysis of comparable residential parks.

For these reasons the Tribunal finds that the valuer’s determination should not be accepted as having any significant weight under this paragraph.  

In comparison to the site fees payable at residential parks in the same locality as Middle Rock, the increase to $110.00 per week would appear excessive.

Section 57 (b) – The value of the residential premises 

The park owner points to the realised gains in capital value in past sales of relocatable homes upon sites within Middle Rock.

The applicants rent the site only from the park owner.  The evidence of a capital increase in the value of a resident’s home is to some extent, a result of its location. The extent to which the capital gain is a consequence of location is not easily determined. The park owner argues that it suffers because the rents are at a low commercial value, thus undermining the value of the residential park. I understand the park owner to be saying that it is not receiving a commercial rate of return upon the current value of Middle Rock. Although not the subject of evidence, it would appear reasonable to infer that any decline in the rate of return (as rents have not fallen), is a consequence of an increase in capital value of the residential park. This conclusion would contradict the park owner’s claim that the value of Middle Rock is being undermined.

The Tribunal finds the evidence under this paragraph to be of no significance to the determination of the applications.

Section 57 (c) – The frequency and amount of past rent increases…. 

The evidence satisfies the Tribunal there had been annual increases since 2000.  

The increase the subject of these proceedings cannot thus be seen to be in the form of “catch-up”.  The increase is of an amount greater than increases which had been obtained in past years.

Section 57 (d) – A general price index….. 

The Tribunal is satisfied that the CPI increase over the twelve month period immediately prior to the notice of increase amounts to 4.2%.  The increase proposed by the park owner represents a 32.3% increase in the site rental.  An increase of this magnitude, relative to the CPI increase, requires evidence in regard to the other paragraphs enumerated in section 57 to substantiate such an increase.  

Section 57 (e) – Conduct of the parties

The applicants make complaint in their evidence as to the manner in which the proposed increase, including the two subsequent notices, was conducted by the former park manager on behalf of the park owner.  The park owner has not explained why the later notices were circulated to representatives of the residents. Nevertheless, the Tribunal finds nothing in the conduct of the parties during this period of negotiation and discussion that would be relevant in determining that the proposed increase was excessive. 

Section 57 (f) – The amount of any outgoings……

The park owner relied upon the costs of connecting the residential park to Port Stephens Shire Council’s sewer, increases in insurance premiums and other expenses.  The cost of connection to the sewer amounted to some $500,000.00.  This cost was incurred in a past year and was the subject of the consideration in Tribunal proceedings in relation to the 2005 increase in rent.  As was stated in those proceedings, the Tribunal regarded this expenditure of a capital nature, the investment in which may have benefited residents by an increase in the amenity of Middle Rock.  

The park owner referred to increases in the cost of insurance.  The precise amount of any increase has not been quantified.  The Tribunal can make no assessment of the extent of this outgoing without the park owner having provided any details.  The Tribunal notes that the applicants are responsible for their own public liability insurance. 

The park owner’s reference to “other expenses” in its written material was not further identified. Thus the Tribunal cannot be satisfied that increases in operating costs warrant the substantial increase in rent sought by the park owner.

Section 57 (g) – Estimated cost of any services provided by the park 
		       owner or the resident….

Consideration has been given elsewhere to connection to Council’s sewer. There was no other evidence as to the cost of any other services to be considered under this paragraph.

Section 57 (h) – 	The value and nature of any ……services or facilities provided with the residential premises

As was noted in regard to paragraph (f) above, the connection to Council’s sewer gave rise to some benefits for residents. These benefits were identified by Paul Minett, Coordinator, Environmental Health and Regulation, Port Stephens Council in his letter to Mr Bowen of 17 July 2006.  In summary, these were the elimination of the possibility of ground or surface water contamination by septic effluent, additional useable space where septic trenches were located and the removal of the limited capacity of the septic system to dispose of waste water.

Mr Minett stated that the septic system had been regularly inspected between 1999 and 2005 and “often” found to be discharging effluent onto the ground surface. It would appear that connection to the sewer would have eliminated any odour arising from this discharge. There was no evidence as to the extent of this benefit, but the Tribunal finds it reasonable to infer from Mr Minett’s letter that some enhancement of the amenity of the residential park has resulted from the improvement in the waste disposal service following connection to Council’s sewer.

The value of that service is not the cost of connection, but the extent to which amenity has been enhanced by the change in the manner of effecting the waste disposal service provided by the park owner.

The Tribunal has given close consideration to the benefits identified in Mr Minett’s letter. The Tribunal is satisfied upon all the evidence that the effect of these benefits on the overall amenity of the applicants should be considered to be of a minor nature.  Thus these benefits cannot be called upon to support the substantial increase in rent sought by the park owner.

Section 57 (i) – The …….. and amenities provided in the residential 
		    premises and state of repair and general condition of the 
		    premises 

The park owner relied upon Middle Rock’s proximity to shops, clubs and health services. These are not amenities provided by the park owner and are not taken into account under this paragraph.
		
The Tribunal is satisfied that there are no matters arising under this paragraph which have not been the subject of separate consideration. 

Section 57 (j) – Any work done to the premises by….the resident, to 
                 	    which the park owner has consented

The applicants maintain the sites which they occupy.  This work has a benefit to both residents and park owner.  The Tribunal regards this benefit to be not significant in terms of value to the park owner.


Section 57 (k) – Other relevant matter

The evidence did not raise matters requiring consideration of this paragraph.

Having regard to all the evidence as summarised above, the Tribunal finds the proposed rent increase to be excessive.  A $26.00 per week increase far exceeds the CPI increase of 2.7% over the relevant period.  The amount of the increase exceeds that of past increases. It is an amount which is excessive having regard to the rent payable for comparable sites at comparable residential parks.  In this regard, the Tribunal is satisfied that the most comparable residential park is that of Birubi Holiday Park.  Site fees at this residential park do not exceed $85.00 per week. Rents payable at Middle Rock and Birubi Holiday Park are less than those payable at Seawinds Village. The superior range of facilities at Seawinds Village justifies a higher rental despite the superior location of Middle Rock. This is equally applicable to Birubi Holiday Park which also has a limited range of facilities for the use of residents.

The evidence as to the increases in outgoings does not support the magnitude of the proposed increase. The benefit derived from the conversion to Council sewer is not of such significance as to warrant an increase in rent far exceeding the CPI increase and rents payable at the comparable residential park.  

Having regard to all the circumstances of the case the Tribunal is satisfied that the proposed rent increase should not exceed an amount of $2.50 per week.  Accordingly, the Tribunal makes orders under section 58 of the Act that the rent is not to exceed $86.50 per week for a period of 12 months from 1 September 2006.





H E Moore
Member
Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal

19 March 2007

Middle Rock Village Park Schedule

File No
Applicant Name
Site No

06/37332
Ivan & Carmel Adams(master file
“…”
06/37334
Timothy Belcher
“…”
06/37336
George V Brown
“…”
06/37339
Ronald & Ita Burnell
“…”
06/37346
Bradley & Donna Capararo
“…”
06/37349
Edward Cohen 
“…”
06/37352
William & Emily Davies
“…”
06/37357
Kevin & Patricia Dawes
“…”
06/37362
John & Helen Dowde
“…”
06/37364
Bill & Rita Gibson
“…”
06/37381
Dianne Keeley
“…”
06/37383
Jean Hisplop
“…”
06/37387
Royd & Jeanette Massie
“…”
06/37393
Olwyn Mather 
“…”
06/37396
Jack & Thelma Matthews 
“…”
06/37401
Fred Moschitz
“…”
06/37403
Dorothy Napper
“…” 
06/37405
Leslie & Barbara Needs
“…”
06/37416
Keith Nunan 
“…”
06/37418
Gordon O’Brien (no rep)
“…”
06/37435
R Campbell & Jed Parkinson
“…”
06/37466
Penny & John Prisk (no rep)
“…”
06/37469
Christine & Shane Riley 
“…”
06/37473
Barry & Fay Rowlison
“…”
06/37474
Robert & Anne Russell 
“…” 
06/37478
Brian Smith 
“…”
06/37479
Paul & Cheryl Stair
“…”
06/37481
Allan Stonehouse (no rep)
“…”
06/37486
James Thompson
“…”
06/37488
Jenny Kalker
“…”
06/37491
Joseph Walker 
“…”
06/37494
Clive Ward
“…”
06/37497
Phillis Watt
“…”
06/37499
Alan Whatling 
“…”
06/37468
Edward John Quigley & Susan Jeanette Quigley 
“…”


